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ABSTRACT: Strong, reversible underwater adhesion using
gecko-inspired surfaces is achievable through the use of a
hydrophobic structural material and does not require surface
modification or suction cup effects for this adhesion to be
effective. Increased surface energy can aid in dry adhesion in an
air environment but strongly degrades wet adhesion via
reduction of interfacial energy underwater. A direct compar-
ison of structurally identical but chemically different mushroom shaped fibers shows that strong, reversible adhesion, even in a
fully wetted, stable state, is feasible underwater if the structural material of the fibers is hydrophobic and the mating surface is not
strongly hydrophilic. The exact adhesion strength will be a function of the underwater interfacial energy between surfaces and the
specific failure modes of individual fibers. This underwater adhesion has been calculated to be potentially greater than the dry
adhesion for specific combinations of hydrophobic surfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We have developed a direct molding technology for bioinspired
dry adhesives that can manufacture identically shaped fibers
with a variety of structural elastomers, ranging from hydrophilic
polyurethanes to hydrophobic thermoplastic elastomers and
silicone rubbers. Testing these materials in air and underwater
indicates that underwater performance is strongly reduced for
the hydrophilic materials, while it is potentially enhanced in the
case of hydrophobic materials. This strong adhesion is achieved
without needing special surface treatments or reliance on either
suction or capillary interactions for reversible bonding under-
water. For over a decade, researchers have been attempting to
mimic the extraordinary adhesive capabilities of the gecko,
which relies primarily on van der Waals interactions and highly
specialized nanostructures on its foot hairs to achieve significant
macroscale adhesion. While man-made versions can often
outperform their natural inspiration in a few selected
applications,1 natural gecko adhesives have thus far still been
proven to be better at interacting with real world environments,
such as rough or dirty surfaces. In the case of wet environments,
there is a large body of research on synthetic adhesive behavior
but with large ranges of performance and occasionally
contradictory or inconsistent findings reported.
The major mechanisms by which underwater adhesion can

be achieved by geckos or gecko-inspired adhesives include
chemical surface modifications to replicate the protein-based
underwater adhesives of mussels and similar shellfish, suction
based effects due to the wide tipped geometry of specific fibers,
air-trapping and capillary interactions between fibers and a
supporting surface, hydrophobic−hydrophobic interactions,
and direct van der Waals interactions. Some researchers have

tried to enhance synthetic fibrillar dry adhesives with the
addition of mussel inspired proteins which can bond strongly
underwater.2−4 While the initial application of this technology
looks promising, the stability of the proteins used in this
technique is often lacking, and oxidation in various environ-
ments can dramatically degrade performance.5 This particular
adhesion mechanism also does not explain why the natural
gecko adhesive still works in relatively wet environments.
Strong underwater adhesion using mushroom shaped fibers in
the past have been attributed to microscale passive suction cup
features,6,7 where a very compliant cap is able to be detached
from a surface while maintaining a pressure differential between
the cap and the environment. Such a suction effect is not always
seen in mushroom shaped fibers, however,8 and the ultimate
adhesion strength due to a suction mechanism is often smaller
than what could be achieved with optimized van der Waals
based adhesion.9 Suction is also dismissed as a primary
mechanism by which real geckos adhere while wet because
their foot hair structure does not have the geometry to trap air
in the same way as mushroom-shaped synthetics. More
recently, groups have reported that trapped air bubbles between
foot hairs in animals like beetles and geckos can actually result
in strong underwater adhesion which is attributed to a complex
combination of van der Waals adhesion in the dry areas,
pressure differences, and surface tension forces around the
perimeter of trapped air bubbles.10 For these passive trapped
bubbles, underwater traction and adhesion of beetles were
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strongly reduced on hydrophilic surfaces but less affected on
hydrophobic surfaces. Similar results are seen for the actual
gecko; however, this adhesion mechanism is lost when the foot
hairs are fully wetted.11,12

Each of the mechanisms proposed for reversible synthetic
adhesives for underwater use has challenges associated with
them. For instance, tests with DOPA inspired proteins2−4 often
rely on a thin grafted coating which may not necessarily be
stable for long-term use, and exact experimental protocols can
be challenging to duplicate. The existence of air/water
interfaces in some tests10−12 relies on metastable states and
may not be good for long-term performance. Tests on fibrillar
adhesives that are completely wetted have reported inconsistent
results regarding whether water contact angles are a significant
parameter or not affecting adhesion strength. PDMS fibers
without an air gap (and with no overhanding caps) had little
reported adhesion underwater,10 but mushroom shaped fibers
that are fully wetted have shown improved adhesion under-
water compared to air.7 Another report using a fibrillar design
with a full supported hydrophobic membrane (not separate
mushroom caps) was tested and showed spontaneous gas
trapping and improved adhesion when tested against a
hydrophobic surface and little if any adhesion against a
hydrophilic surface13 which implies water contact angle is a
significant parameter on underwater adhesion. However, in
different work with an alternative structural material, mush-
room shaped fibers tested against both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic surfaces were reported to show negligible
performance difference underwater.7 The paper that showed
high adhesion underwater with mushroom shaped fibers (and
negligible differences between hydrophilic and hydrophobic
surfaces) used a flat glass contact with a disk of fibers and
pulled off at relatively high speeds (100 μm/s)7 which
potentially could have resulted in a partial suction cup effect
through fluidic resistance between the fibers and may have been
similar to Stefan adhesion.14 More recent work with the same
fibers, using a hemispherical sapphire indenter found that fully
wetted adhesion was worse, and in contrast the adhesion with a
trapped air film was better than performance in air15 when
pulled off at 200 μm/s. The hemispherical probe may have had
less of an impact on generating similar phenomenon to Stefan
adhesion, and thus, the adhesion then became sensitive to
contact angles and wettability as suction might not have been as
influential.
Ideally, an adhesive that works underwater could be

developed without requiring either metastable states or
chemically unstable surface treatments and could maintain a
significant percentage of its in-air adhesion (or possibly exceed
it). Our hypothesis based on the reported literature is that
mushroom shaped gecko-inspired adhesives should be possible
to operate underwater if they rely on interfacial energy directly
which is feasible for hydrophobic materials. What we report for
the first time is the direct comparison of several mushroom-
shaped polymer arrays with identical fiber geometry operated in
air and underwater. No special preparations or surface
treatments are completed so that only the baseline polymers
are compared for their applicability for use in wet environ-
ments. One of these polymers is slightly hydrophilic while the
other two are slightly hydrophobic and highly hydrophobic, and
because of this change in contact angle with water, we see a
dramatic relative difference in adhesion performance when wet,
with the hydrophobic fibers outperforming the hydrophilic
designs even when in contact with a relatively hydrophilic ruby

or sapphire contact surface. Additionally, we initially test these
fibers both with a thin air film trapped (plastron film) and after
a vacuum degas of the water to fully wet the fibers and observe
very small performance differences for the hydrophobic
polymer between the wetted conditions (degassed and
nondegassed). We thus conclude that it is feasible for
identically patterned geometries of gecko-inspired adhesives
to maintain strong adhesion compared to their dry performance
in wet environments, without taking advantage of surface
treatments or metastable wetting states so long as the contact
materials are not excessively hydrophilic.

2. FABRICATION AND TESTING
Both structured and unstructured surfaces are manufactured in
a variation of a process described elsewhere.16−18 A master
mold made of acrylic and SU-8 is replicated first in a negative
silicone rubber mold, followed by a second replica to produce
the original structures manufactured from acrylic/SU-8 in the
final structural polymer. ST-1060 polyurethane from BJB
Enterprises (E ≈ 2.9 MPa 19), G1657 from Kraton Performance
Plastics (E ≈ 2.4 MPa 19), and Sylgard 184 polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS, E ≈ 2.6 MPa 20) from Dow Corning were
purchased for manufacturing these fibers from the negative
silicone molds. ST-1060 is a curable elastomer and was mixed
according to the manufacturers’ recommended ratios, poured
on the silicone molds, and degassed for 30 min. After degassing
it was cured at room temperature for 24 h followed by
postcuring while still in the silicone mold for several days at 80
°C. G1657 pellets were first melted into a puck on a hot plate
before being thermocompression-molded into a silicone mold
while supported by a glass microscope slide. The micromolding
process used a Branson ultrasonic welder (2000X f/aef) with
no ultrasonic energy applied to provide constant force on the
puck while it was held at 200 °C on a hot plate for 30 s. After
molding was complete, the glass slide, mold, and G1657 were
cooled to room temperature (∼1 min) before careful
demolding to ensure the elastomer stayed fully on the
supporting glass slide. For Sylgard 184, a TC-5030 mold was
first activated with oxygen plasma and then silanized with
trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane to ensure that the
PDMS would not adhere to the TC-5030 mold. The Sylgard
was mixed at a ratio of 10:1 of base to cross-linking agent,
poured on the mold, and degassed for 30 min followed by
curing at 50 °C for 48 h before demolding. After demolding,
the Sylgard 184 was postcured for 30 min at 150 °C to improve
strength and mechanical properties. The backing layer thickness
of the samples is at least 1 mm unless specified to reduce the
influence of the stiff glass slide support. The PDMS sample was
approximately 2 mm thick because of the casting process (it
was cured directly between the TC-5030 mold and a Petri dish)
and requirements to demold it without tearing from the
silanized mold.
The adhesives were bonded to a glass slide (directly in the

case of the G1657 or with a double sided adhesive in the case of
ST-1060) and placed in a polystyrene Petri-dish lid. The
adhesion test setup is the same as described previously,16 with
two major changes: all tests were done within a Petri dish lid to
contain water for wet tests, and the indenter was either a
colorless sapphire (Al2O3) or ruby (chromium doped sapphire)
hemisphere of 6 mm diameter. The test system consisted of a
GSO-25 load cell (Transducer Techniques) with a 6 mm
diameter sapphire hemisphere (Edmund Optics no. 49-556) or
ruby hemisphere (Edmund Optics no. 49-565) for improved
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visibility of contact area. The force probe was positioned by two
MFA-CC linear stages (Newport), and normal adhesion data
were recorded by custom LabView software. Calibration of the
probe was completed immediately prior to testing, and zeroing
out of the buoyancy force of the probe tip was completed just
before contact with the surface so as to not significantly
influence the measurements. The adhesion test system was
placed on an inverted microscope so that observations of the
contact area could be completed, although only in ambient air
was the image quality good enough to directly see the area in
contact. The lower difference in index of refraction between the
water and the fibers combined with the rounded fiber base (and
light scattering) meant direct contact areas in the underwater
trials could not be adequately observed even with the ruby tip.
Trials were first completed in ambient air, followed by pouring
DI water into the Petri dish while the slide was held in place by
weights. Tests were completed on fibers with a trapped air film
where possible, and then the Petri dish with water was
transferred to a vacuum oven and degassed for several minutes
at less than 0.5 psi (i.e., water was boiling at room temperature)
before venting, which permitted the water to fill in all gaps
between fibers for final testing. Any remaining bubbles pinned
to the fiber arrays were removed with a pipet before completing
degassed trials.
We compare relative magnitudes of pull-off force for various

preload conditions as a metric to compare structured and
unstructured hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymers in both air
and water. To keep comparisons simple, all tests are completed
at the same approach and pull-off velocity (5 μm/s), and
preloads are held for 3 s each before pull-off. The air
temperature in the lab was kept consistent at approximately
22 ± 1 °C, and it is assumed that the mechanical properties of
the polymers are not significantly altered by the exposure to
water at these temperatures. Figure 1 shows contact area views
and SEM images of the fiber designs that were tested in this
work. The fibers had a 24 μm diameter cap, 2 μm thick that was
overhanging the supporting fiber by 3 μm. The approximate
total fiber height was 25 μm and had a minimum cross section
at the neck of ∼11 μm × 11 μm which was approximately
square shaped because of the proximity effects of the caps on
the uncollimated exposure.
ST-1060 is slightly hydrophilic (reported water contact angle

of 82° 21), and other SEBS elastomers have a reported water
contact angle of approximately 102°,22,23 making them

hydrophobic. Sylgard 184 has been extensively studied in the
literature and can have a high range of reported contact angles,
up to nearly 120°. Sapphire has been reported to be hydrophilic
but with papers reporting very different values for contact angle
with water, ∼53° 24 and ∼85°.25 To get more accurate values
for our own process and equipment, water contact angles were
measured on flat surfaces of ST-1060, SEBS, and Sylgard 184
and on pristine hemispherical indenters of ruby and sapphire
with a First Ten Angstroms FTA135 system. The results for
contact angle measurements (minimum of six trials for flat
surfaces and four trails for hemispheres) are listed in Table 1.

Flat surfaces were measured using the 10 Å system software,
while contact angles on ruby and sapphire had to be measured
using National Instruments Vision Builder software from raw
images taken with the FTA135. Higher errors were introduced
to the rounded surfaces because of droplet sliding if more than
1 μL was used and the resulting small droplets and image
pixilation made angle accuracy no better than 5°.
Preloads from 2 to 30 mN were applied, and maximum

adhesion was recorded for fibers in ambient dry environments,
in DI water with a native trapped air film (plastron), and in DI
water after degassing to eliminate the plastron. Comparisons of
adhesion forces are made between samples with the same
nominal preloads to determine the general effects of different
structural and tip materials when tested in air, with air trapped
underwater, and when fully wetted.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Tests completed on the hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers show
comparable levels of adhesion vs preload as shown in Figure 2, with
slightly higher adhesion of the ST-1060 at any given preload when
tested in air, similar to our previously reported results with lower
aspect ratio fibers.17 The average adhesion strength (pull-off force
divided by the projected circular contact area) at 2 mN was ∼80 kPa
for Sylgard 184, ∼165 kPa for G1657, and ∼245 kPa for the ST-1060
fibers. The adhesion pressure measured for hemispherical indenters is
highest with lower preloads,26 so the lowest of our preloads was used
to calculate this value. This is a conservative estimate of adhesion

Figure 1. (a) Picture of test system including ruby indenter. Contact area of G1657 thermoplastic elastomer at 30 mN preload (b) and during pull-
off (c) in air. SEM of the fibers used is shown in (d).

Table 1. Contact Angle Measurements for Water on Various
Surfaces Used in These Experiments

ST-1060 G1657 Sylgard 184 sapphire ruby

77 ± 6° 94 ± 3.5° 103 ± 1° 52 ± 6° 61 ± 8°
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strength, as it does not consider that the actual contact area of fibers is
less (∼50%). The contact area of Sylgard 184 was greater by
approximately 35% at 2 mN because of the larger backing layer
thickness.
When compared in their unstructured form, the overall adhesion

force of ST-1060 is shown to be higher in air than the G1657 or
Sylgard 184 but dramatically loses strength when wet, while the G1657
and Sylgard 184 show less relative adhesion loss underwater. One
complicating feature is that the large flat areas had more unevenness
and small defects on the G1657 replica, and for the smaller preloads
there were more sections with trapped water at the interface. This
effect is also observed on fibers, where failure does not always occur at
the perimeter of the contact area first (as seen in Figure 1b), indicating
local flaws in random fibers. For the fibers, the trends are similar, with
the ST-1060 out-performing in a dry environment but losing most
adhesion while underwater as the fibers are quickly wetted once
preload is applied. Qualitatively, there was a lot more location
variability of the ST-1060 adhesion, which could possibly be attributed
to slight changes in surface energy in different locations, and the ST-
1060 had the greatest variation in measured contact angles. Given that
the material is only slightly hydrophilic, there may be areas where
residual silicone contamination from the molding process21 makes it
more hydrophobic and thus variable in adhesion strength on the
microscale when wet. A comparison of the ST-1060 and G1657
samples with approximately the same backing layer is shown in Figure
2.
In contrast to the much worse wet performance of ST-1060, the

G1657 fibers lose only approximately 50% of their adhesion strength
when operated with the air−film mostly intact or after degassing. Over
the course of 3+ hours during the underwater trials, approximately half
of the air trapped between fibers is expelled into larger bubbles that
then become pinned to the fiber surface (shown in Figure 3), but the
adhesion appeared relatively consistent despite this occurrence.

Another trial that was completed in an attempt to reduce the surface
defects occasionally seen on the thick samples of G1657 was to mold
the material at higher force, resulting in a thinner backing layer but
fewer surface defects. It is not directly compared to the ST-1060 trials
because of possible influence from the supporting glass (the backing
layer is only ∼200 μm thick) but unlike the thick G1657 sample, this
version actually shows improved adhesion underwater compared to air
for both the cases of unstructured and structured materials as shown in
Figure 4.

The suspected reason for this improvement is related to the change
in type of pull-off event from a multipeak pull-off to a more standard
single maximum event, as elaborated in the next section. The
multipeak pull-off events tended to occur more often in our tests if the
backing layer was very thin because highly uneven loads in the fibers
would result because of the spherical indentation geometry. The
perimeter of the contact area experienced both higher tensile loads and
more torsional loads than the center fibers. There was less change in
adhesion for the unstructured material underwater in this trial,
however, which by itself was an improvement over the thicker G1657
samples.

The performance of the fully wetted G1657 fibers is nearly identical
to the case where there is a thin air film trapped (in some cases
superior as seen in Figure 4), contrary to our initial expectations that a
plastron may substantially improve performance. This leads to the
conclusion that capillary interactions, suction, or other effects related
to an air/water interface are far less important than the native van der
Waals adhesion for these hydrophobic fibers. The results demonstrate
that if a hydrophobic material is chosen for the dry adhesive structural
material and enough preload is applied to permit the surfaces to come
in contact, the structured material can be nearly as strong while wet as
it is dry, despite being in contact with a relatively hydrophilic matching
surface. Others have noted the effect of hydrophobic interactions
permitting water molecules to be expelled from between surfaces and

Figure 2. Wet vs dry performance of ST-1060 and G1657
unstructured and structured surfaces as measured with a sapphire
hemisphere.

Figure 3. Picture of a G1657 adhesive design after testing with air film
trapped. The top circle shows a large air bubble that coalesced after
partial wetting occurred around the areas under test (shown
approximately with the ellipse). Partial wetting occurred in an area
approximately 1 cm in diameter.

Figure 4. Wet vs dry performance of thin G1657 unstructured and
structured surfaces with a very thin (∼200 μm) backing layer
thickness.
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significant work of adhesion underwater between hydrophobic
surfaces.13 Where a surface is highly wetted however by water, this
interaction would not be feasible, as bonds between the surface and
water molecules might be too high to overcome and no true surface
contact could occur, thus preventing underwater adhesion.13

Our last experiment was designed to confirm this hypothesis
without the complication of having a very thin backing layer. The
Sylgard 184 replicas from a silanized TC-5030 mold were placed on
glass slides as before and tested in air and after degassing. The
resulting performance for Sylgard 184 is shown in Figure 5.

As a metric to compare the ratios of performance of the wetted
materials to their dry operation, the pull-off force at each nominal
preload in the degassed wetted and dry cases was averaged and
compared. The ratios, along with the variability in those ratios, are
plotted in Figure 6. The most hydrophilic samples have strongly
reduced wet adhesion compared to their dry performance, and the
most hydrophobic material (Sylgard 184) actually has improved
performance. The underwater performance is extremely sensitive to
small surface energy and water contact angle differences, and the
average contact angle measured on the ruby indenter was higher on
average than the sapphire which appears consistent with the trends

observed with ST-1060 structural materials. Far more trials and more
accurate contact angle measurements would likely be needed in future
to provide higher confidence that this effect is real and not a side effect
of hydrophobic contamination on the ST-1060.

4. DISCUSSION AND THEORY
Hydrophobic interactions have been proposed to increase the
underwater adhesion force of natural gecko setae,27 but the
exact mechanisms by which this occurs have not been fully
described. With high precision instruments like a surface force
apparatus (SFA), or atomic force microscope (AFM), attraction
between hydrophobic surfaces underwater has been observed
on length scales up to several hundred nanometers.28 In these
cases, the presence of nanobubbles or other effects from
dissolved gases in the liquid appears to be primarily responsible,
as the distance and magnitude that these forces act at are
strongly reduced by removal of dissolved gases through
deaeration. Even after deaeration what sometimes happens is
that hydrophobic surfaces will “jump” into contact with one
another underwater at longer ranges than may otherwise be
expected, but once in contact direct molecular interactions will
hold the surfaces in place. While our test system is not sensitive
enough to observe this jump-in effect at tens to hundreds of
nanometers, the natural and spontaneous expulsion/vapor-
ization of water from between hydrophobic surfaces in close
proximity may be analogous to capillary condensation in
hydrophilic surfaces.28 For dissimilar materials, if the combined
contact angle between two surfaces is greater than 180°, it has
been observed for both capillary filling29 and capillary
adhesion30 that the combined surfaces will act as a hydro-
phobic−hydrophobic interface. The modes of adhesion failure
will determine whether surface−liquid or surface−gas/vacuum
interfacial energies should be used to calculate adhesion
strength.
To help better understand our experimental results, we apply

the methods and models recently proposed in other work. Stark
et al.11 describe several mechanisms of real gecko adhesion
underwater as well as how surface wettability will influence the
ultimate adhesion. While the actual tests they run underwater
are looking primarily at shear adhesion, they derive a model to
predict ratio of in-air to underwater adhesion that is based on
normal adhesion assumptions. We look specifically at the case
where the gecko fibers are assumed to be fully wetted
underwater before and after contact with an opposing surface
(to match our degassed fiber case) and compare this predicted

Figure 5. Wet vs dry performance of Sylgard 184 (PDMS) fibers in air
and underwater for ruby and sapphire indenters (backing layer is
approximately 2 mm thick). Underwater adhesion is improved in both
cases compared to in-air performance at higher preloads for fibers, but
little difference is observed for flat materials or with low preloads on
fibers.

Figure 6. Calculated average wet:dry adhesion ratios for each nominal
preload of thick samples in fully wetted and dry conditions.
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adhesion ratio to our findings. The general form of the work of
adhesion between two surfaces is written as

γ γ γ= + − −W A ( )dry c 1 2 1 2 (1)

where Wdry is the work of adhesion between the surfaces, Ac is
the area in contact, γ1 and γ2 are the free surface energies of
each surface, and γ1−2 is the interfacial energy of the contact
between the surfaces. When operated dry, the equation can be
rewritten as

γ γ γ= + −− − −W A ( )dry c s air f air s f (2)

where the energies between the surface and fiber and interfacial
energies of contact between the fiber and surface materials are
substituted. Because most of the individual components of
surface energy are not known, Stark et al. use the surface
interactions between a proxy solvent (n-hexadecane) that
represents the lipids known to be on gecko foot hairs to
substitute for the surface fiber interaction. If we were to
perform a similar substitution, Wdry could be written as

γ θ= +−W A ( (1 cos ))dry c f air 1 (3)

where θ1 would represent the contact angle of n-hexadecane on
the contact surface. If our fibers were made of or coated with
the same material, such a substitution could provide more
details on exactly what adhesive strength could be expected. In
our case, however, we will use it as a convenient proxy by which
to examine the effect of different surface energies in air and
water on underwater adhesion. Continuing with the analysis to
find the work of underwater adhesion, a similar calculation is
performed but in a water medium:

γ γ γ= + −− − −W A ( )wet c s water f water s f (4)

The interaction energy between a surface and water can be
found simply as

γ γ γ θ= −− − − coss water s air water air 2 (5)

where γwater−air is the surface tension of water (∼72.8 mN/m)
and θ2 is the water contact angle with the surface material. The
complete ratio of wet to dry adhesion assuming a fully wetted
condition before and after contact is thus

γ γ θ γ θ
γ θ

=
+ −

+
− − −

−

W
W

cos cos

(1 cos )
wet

dry

f water f air 1 water air 2

f air 1 (6)

The contact area is canceled out of the equation in this
scenario, and we are left with a ratio based on the surface
energies of the fiber material and the contact angles of
hexadecane and water on the opposing surface. Using an
assumed surface energy in air and water contact angle for the
fiber materials allows values of wet:dry adhesion to be predicted
for a variety of wettability of opposing substrates in Figure 7
and Figure 8. What can be seen in both figures is that the
wet:dry adhesion ratio is relatively insensitive to the hexadecane
contact angle on the opposing surfaces but is a strong function
of the exact contact angle with water. The contact angle limits
were selected primarily because they were found in this range
for hexadecane on Teflon,11 and the general limit of water
contact angles on unstructured hydrophobic surfaces is
approximately 120°.31 A crossover point between adhesion
enhancement and reduction occurs at 86° for SEBS assuming a
fully wetting case (0° contact angle) with hexadecane and 103°
for ST-1060 with the same assumptions, exactly as is expected

when observing a crossover ratio between net hydrophilic or
hydrophobic reactions with asymmetric surfaces.29,30 We note
that these ratios actually predict negative values (repulsive
forces) for specific low water contact angle cases which may not
be matched in reality but would possibly indicate spontaneous
release if the surfaces were previously in contact before water
was applied.
On the basis of this simple model, it appears likely that for

underwater adhesion, a hydrophobic structural material as
fibers and a hydrophobic contact surface would be ideal. The
total adhesion strength is a strong function of water contact
angle on each surface. It can be safely assumed then that local
surface energy changes or contamination of the liquid itself via
addition of a surfactant or other miscible materials would
strongly influence the response. As a general prediction, applied
to the unstructured materials, we would normally expect for the
contact angles measured on each surface that the adhesion of
ST-1060 to sapphire (assuming contact angle of sapphire to be
∼50°) would be ∼0−20% that of its in-air values and the
G1657 to be 20−40%. While this is not exactly the behavior
seen in Figure 6, it broadly predicts the relative performance.
The bigger deviation is for PDMS, where the calculated
adhesion ratio is close to 24% for assumed surface energy of
∼20 mN/m, contact angle of 103°, and underwater interfacial
energy of ∼36.4 mN/m. The actual calculated adhesion ratios
for PDMS are very sensitive to contact angle, and even a 10°
change in sapphire contact angle would double the adhesion
strength. For this reason, it is likely our measured contact
angles are underestimates of the true advancing angles on the
surfaces and further experiments will be done to make more
accurate comparisons.
Another factor to consider however with this model is that it

may not necessarily accurately describe the complete pull-off
behavior for the fibers in the case where adhesion is strongly

Figure 7. Calculated average wet:dry adhesion ratios for SEBS fibers
(γf−air = 30 mN/m, θ2−SEBS = 94°, γf−water = 35.1 mN/m) for a variety
of potential contact angles on an opposing surface.

Figure 8. Calculated average wet:dry adhesion ratios for ST-1060
fibers: assumed surface energy in air 35 mN/m, water contact angle
with ST-1060 = 77° → underwater interfacial energy = 18.6 mN/m.
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enhanced (i.e., both fibers and mating surfaces are very
hydrophobic). For example, the traditional Johnson−Kendall−
Roberts (JKR) adhesion tests (and subsequent adhesion
models) will often be similar to those of our hemispherical
indenter on a flat surface. In this situation, pull-off occurs from
the perimeter of the surfaces in contact, and thus the differential
in surface energies as the surrounding fluid comes into contact
with separated surfaces is a strong driving factor. In the case of
mushroom shaped adhesives, the dominating failure mode for
well-designed structures is often an internal cavitation followed
by a pull-off after which an internal crack reaches the outside of
a fiber.32 For this failure mode of an individual fiber, the
surrounding medium should not influence the pull-off force to
the same extent (as no fluid would be found within the newly
formed void), and only fibers with defects near the perimeter of
the cap or designed to peel-off first from the outside edge of the
cap could be enhanced initially by the higher interfacial energies
underwater. Some evidence of this can be seen in the particular
adhesion behavior of our thinnest G1657 samples. Low total
adhesion strength is seen because of a double pull-off event
when operated dry, indicating that the fibers on the perimeter
of the area of contact fail early on, but the fibers in the center
that are loaded more axially maintain contact for a longer time.
When overlaid with a degassed underwater sample in Figure 9,

it is seen that the fibers in the center release after approximately
the same time (and thus displacement), but the earlier peeling
of the perimeter is significantly delayed. The basic hypothesis of
why this behavior occurs is illustrated in Figure 10.
As shown in Figure 10, the fibers in contact with the

perimeter of a hemispherical indenter may be more likely to
start adhesion failure due to an edge defect because of the extra
torque on the caps (particularly noticeable in Figure 9 because
of the thin backing layer). In this mode, a higher interfacial
energy underwater will improve the adhesion strength of cap
edge initiated failures in a manner similar to that in JKR tests.
However, for fibers that are loaded axially, the adhesion failure
is more likely to be caused by an internal cavitation. If the initial
separation of surfaces does not involve any direct exposure to
the liquid, the interfacial energy between surfaces in vacuum
would still be the dominant factor for determining adhesion
strength of these fibers.
Because all of the manufactured caps in this work have a

finite fillet at the edge of the cap, if the interfacial adhesion
underwater is low (in the case of the contacting surfaces being

hydrophilic), it can reduce adhesion strength of all fibers
because lower forces at the perimeter of the caps would be
required to initiate a crack. Even for axially loaded mushroom
shaped fibers, if the underwater interfacial energy is low
enough, then edge initiated failure may occur before the more
highly loaded interior. In the extreme case where the combined
contact angles are very small the interfacial energy may be
negative, which implies a spontaneous loss of adhesion starting
at the filleted cap edge without any tensile loads required. The
exact point at which a lower interfacial energy will result in an
underwater edge initiated failure of a mushroom shaped fiber
that normally fails by internal cavitation would have to be
predicted with numerical or analytical models similar to those
that already determine adhesion failure for defects of known
size.16,32

5. APPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS
To put these findings into practice, we show that it is feasible to
automatically pick up hydrophobic materials from a water bath
with a fully wetted G1657 structured adhesive. Microscope
coverslips made of glass (Fisherfinest, Premium superslip part
no. 12-545-88) or plastic (unbreakable coverslips no. 12-547)
are obtained from Fisher Scientific. The glass coverslips are
cleaved in two to make squares and then are rinsed with
acetone and DI water first to eliminate any surface coatings and
make them more hydrophilic. For identification, the back side
of the slips is drawn on with a permanent marker. All slips are
placed in a polyproplyene container filled with DI water, and a
fully wetted G1657 adhesive is pressed lightly on top of the
slides before removing from the liquid. As can be seen in
Supporting Information video S1, only the hydrophobic plastic
cover slips are removed from the water. Similar pressing with
the smooth back side of the G1657 resulted in no gripping of
any coverslips. Additionally, as expected based on the lower
contact angles and higher wettability of solvents like acetone on
the surface of these fibers, the application of lower surface
tension liquids will reduce or eliminate the adhesion between
the G1657 adhesives and other polymers. A polypropylene
pipet is shown being removed by acetone from a G1657
adhesive in video S2, and after rinsing with fresh DI water to
flush out the lower surface tension acetone, the adhesive can
pick up the pipet again even while fully wetted. The loss of
adhesion in this case occurs nearly spontaneously because the
contact angle of acetone is low enough to make it wick in
between adhesive caps and the pipet without needing much
extra load beyond the weight of the pipet. Unlike silicone

Figure 9. Overlaid real-time data of pull-off events of thin G1657
fibers in air and underwater. Data have been time shifted for clarity.
Underwater tests do not delay the removal of the last fibers in contact
near the center in this instance but seem to delay the initial peeling
from the perimeter of the area in contact.

Figure 10. Exaggerated schematic of potential failure modes of
mushroom shaped fibers around a hemispherical indenter. In this
representation, fibers that have to conform to more angled areas of the
indenter are more likely to have an edge initiated failure while those
loaded near the center of contact may have an internal cavitation style
failure.
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rubbers and the ST-1060 polyurethane, the G1657 is not
dissolved or significantly swelled by acetone or alcohols for
these short exposures. Finally, we also tested the adhesive while
wet and under lower pressures to demonstrate that there would
be little suction component to the adhesive. A polypropylene
syringe was filled with weights and suspended with a fully
wetted adhesive in water (net weight of ∼40g considering
buoyancy). The whole structure was degassed in a vacuum
oven until water was boiling at room temperature, and despite
the significant agitation of the water and sample, no adhesive
loss could be observed. This process is shown in video S3.

6. CONCLUSION
Three different elastomers with nearly identical geometry and
modulus values but significantly different water contact angles
have been used to fabricate mushroom shaped dry adhesives.
Testing these materials in air and underwater demonstrates the
extreme importance of surface wettability on adhesion
performance, where the more hydrophilic a material is, the
larger is the reduction in adhesion performance underwater. A
simple model for prediction of underwater performance is
adapted from other work on interfacial energy and surface
wettability for real geckos and shows some broad predictive
value in the design of synthetic dry adhesive versions. The
ability to achieve reversible, strong adhesion underwater is
feasible if structural materials are hydrophobic and they work
without specialized surface treatments, capillary forces, suction,
or plastrons, potentially making these adhesives more versatile
in wet environments. These insights allow controlled adhesion
strength through altering surface wettability or surface tension
of the surrounding fluid.
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